
Who Makes Health Care Decisions?

Primary Approach

Patient has Decisional Capacity1

To Request or Refuse Treatment

Discuss Nature of the Illness 

Treatment Alternatives

Risks & Benefits2

Patient Makes a Decision and

Gives Informed Consent5
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Act as a Reasonable 

Physician in similar 

circumstances3

As a Reasonable 

Patient Expects4

Secondary Approach
Patient Lacks Capacity to Make and Communicate Choices6

Follow Dispositive Medical Orders for Scope of Treatment, CPR Directive, 
Living Will, Five Wishes, or any other Explicit Patient Directive7 

Still Best to Confer with a Live Decision-Maker

Patient-Chosen
Health Care Agent 

Acts as the Patient8-10

OR

Patient-Chosen
Designated Beneficiary

Acts as the Patient11

AND

Agent or Beneficiary

Makes Decisions by 
Substituted Judgment 

Then Best Interests10

No Agent, nor Beneficiary 
Nor Dispositive Directive

Attending Physician Seeks 
Interested Persons12

They Choose a 
Proxy by consensus13

AND

The Proxy Mostly 
Acts as the Patient14

AND 

Makes Decisions by 
Substituted Judgment 

Then Best Interests10

If No Agent, Beneficiary 
Nor Interested Persons

Obtain a Physician Proxy15

Make Decisions as any Proxy10

Except also Incorporate
Second Opinion on Incapacity &

Ethics Consult Consensus15

OR

Petition for Guardianship

To a Court or Through
Office of Public Guardianship23

They Make Decisions
After Consulting Patient
But by Best Interests16, 17

An advance directive may be suspended by surgery, or pregnancy.18  Even Incapacitated19 patients must be informed of 
any substitute decision maker.20 They can veto or fire an agent, a proxy, a beneficiary21 or revoke a written directive.22 
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